Abstract-In this paper, we propose a novel integrated framework for learning both text detection and recognition. For most of the existing methods, detection and recognition are treated as two isolated tasks and trained separately, since parameters of detection and recognition models are different and two models target to optimize their own loss functions during individual training processes. In contrast to those methods, by sharing model parameters, we merge the detection model and recognition model into a single end-to-end trainable model and train the joint model for two tasks simultaneously. The shared parameters not only help effectively reduce the computational load in inference process, but also improve the end-to-end text detectionrecognition accuracy. In addition, we design a simpler and faster sequence learning method for the recognition network based on a succession of stacked convolutional layers without any recurrent structure, this is proved feasible and dramatically improves inference speed. Extensive experiments on different datasets demonstrate that the proposed method achieves very promising results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Text in images provides rich and precise high-level semantic information, which is important for numerous potential applications such as scene understanding, image and video retrieval, and content-based recommendation systems. Therefore, considerable efforts have been made towards the automatic detection and recognition of text in images, which is still an important challenge for visual understanding [1] .
As stated in [2] , detection and recognition components in conventional scene text recognition systems are sequential and isolated in the whole system pipeline, this makes it difficult to exploit interactive information between the two components. Several works proposed uniformed frameworks for text detection and recognition. Li et al. [3] presented a unified network that simultaneously localizes and recognizes text with a single forward pass, based on convolutional recurrent neural networks. Bartz et al. [4] designed a single deep neural network to learn to detect and recognize text from natural images in a semi-supervised way. Bušta et al. [5] proposed an end-to-end trainable scene text localization and recognition framework called Deep TextSpotter. Different from these methods, our system can perform text detection and recognition via a single framework based entirely on Convolution Neural Network (CNN), and is proved to perform well in cursive English handwriting recognition and Chinese text recognition.
In this work, we design an end-to-end trainable neural network to address this problem, condensing the detection network and recognition network into a single one, which can be trained in an end-to-end manner. By sharing the convolutional layers, we can compute the shared feature maps from entire input image only once, as a result, the text recognition system can be effectively accelerated. In order to make a further speedup for inference, we apply a succession of convolutional layers instead of recurrent layers for sequence learning task. Since our proposed recognition network is based entirely on convolutional neural networks, computations over all elements can be fully parallelized for inference optimization. Meanwhile, it is proved to perform on par with recurrent sequence learning method with respect to recognition accuracy.
In our work, we choose two scenarios to verify our proposed methods for end-to-end text recognition task. We first make a large collection of business cards and get manual labelling to develop a business card recognition system. In addition, we conduct extensive experiments on end-to-end handwritten document recognition using public IAM dataset [6] as benchmark.
In summary, the contributions of the paper are as follows:
(1) A novel integrated framework is proposed for text detection and recognition, which can accomplish these two tasks in an end-to-end trainable neural network.
(2) Given the detection and recognition networks, sharing their common convolutional features can get speedup in recognition computation.
(3) The shared convolutional feature maps, which exploit interaction between two different tasks, can be effective in text detection and recognition and improve performance of end-to-end model.
(4) We propose a simpler and faster recognition network based on a succession of convolutional layers without any recurrent layer which is often used for sequence learning. In this way, by combining with Region-based Fully Convolutional Networks (R-FCN) [7] , which is a region-based object detection method, our system can perform text detection and recognition via a fully convolutional network.
II. THE PROPOSED NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we present our main ideas and details of the proposed algorithm. Specifically, we give an overview of the proposed framework in Section II-A, explain the text 
A. Overview
A schematic overview of the proposed framework is illustrated in Figure 1 . Firstly, the whole image is processed with several convolutional layers and max pooling layers to generate convolutional feature maps, which are shared by text detector and recognizer. The network uses the very deep VGG-16 network [8] as its backbone (conv1 1 through conv4 3), while other networks such as Googlenet [9] , Resnet [10] and so on are also applicable.
Then we perform text detection using a CNN based detection method. In this paper, we take R-FCN [7] as an example to describe our approach, which is readily applicable to other CNN based detection method, such as Faster Regionbased CNN (R-CNN) [11] , You Only Look Once (YOLO) [12] , Single Shot MultiBox Detector (SSD) [13] . The detector returns the regions containing individual lines of text. In contrast to most existing algorithms that directly perform text recognition on each cropped text line of the input image, we design a text line pooling layer similar to Region of Interest (RoI) pooling layer [14] , to extract feature maps of a fixed height from the aforementioned shared convolutional feature maps for each detected text line. Then, these small text-line feature maps are sent to a text recognition network.
For the text recognizer, we propose two different schemes to perform text recognition based on feature maps of each extracted text-line. One is a sequence recognition method Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network (CRNN) [15] , a combination of Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNN), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) layer and Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC). In the other scheme, we design a simpler and faster recognition network, applying several successive convolutional layers instead of the recurrent layers in CRNN. We denote the newly designed network as Fully Convolutional Recognizer (FCR).
To summarize, our network takes an entire image as input, extracts convolutional features from input only once, makes feature sharing for both detection and recognition, and finally outputs the detected text regions and the corresponding text contents.
B. Text Detection Network
In this paper, we deploy a region proposal based object detection method named R-FCN to perform text detection. R-FCN adopts a popular two-stage object detection strategy: region proposal and proposal classification. Correspondingly, in this detection network, the aforementioned shared convolutional feature maps finally branch into two sibling subnetworks: the R-FCN network uses a Region Proposal Network (RPN) for extracting candidate regions, and ends with a position-sensitive RoI pooling layer for generating scores and refining coordinates for each proposal.
R-FCN is designed to preform accurate and efficient object detections. Nevertheless, text regions are usually of their specific shapes which are different from that of general objects. In our framework, we modify the specific settings in the R-FCN architecture to cover a wide range of text lines: the scales of anchors are set to 4, 8 and 16, and the aspect ratios are changed to 1:2, 1:5 and 1:10.
C. Text Pooling Layer
To handle the detected text regions, we append another subnetwork over the convolutional feature map outputs of the last shared convolutional layer. At the bottom of the sub-network, a text pooling layer is designed to extract a fixed-height feature maps for individual text region.
Specially, it uses max pooling to reshape the shared feature maps inside a valid text region to fixed height H, keeping the original height/width ratios. Here, H is the layer hyperparameter, which is constant for any particular regions. In this work, the detected text regions are horizontal rectangular bounding boxes. The text pooling layer divides an h × w text region into H × w×H h sub-regions, the size of each grid is approximate h H × h H , and the values in each sub-region are downsampled to the corresponding output grid cell by max-pooling. Each feature map channel processes pooling independently, which is the same as the standard max pooling.
In virtue of the text pooling layer, the network is able to jointly optimize the detector and recognizer with an endto-end training strategy. Additionally, the end-to-end system computes the shared feature maps from the entire image only once, this can effectively reduce computational load during inference process.
D. Text Recognition Network
As mentioned above, the text regions are converted into fixed-height feature maps via a text pooling layer, and finally sent to a sequence recognizer to predict the corresponding text contents. As for the recognizer, we adopt two different schemes to perform text recognition based on feature maps of each extracted text-line.
The first one is a sequence recognition method named CRNN [15] , which integrates feature extraction, sequence modeling and transcription into an end-to-end trainable network. In our framework, we take advantage of the shared convolutional layers to process feature extraction. Thus, these small text-line feature maps can be directly fed into sequence modeling and transcription layers. To be specific, we deploy a Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network (BiLSTM) to predict a label distribution for each frame, and then translate the perframe predictions into the final text sequence.
Recently, Gehring et al. [16] proposed a fully convolutional model for sequence to sequence learning, which outperforms recurrent models on very large benchmark datasets at an order of magnitude faster speed. Inspired by this work, we design a simpler and faster recognition network named FCR, using a succession of convolutional layers in place of the BiLSTM layers in CRNN. Through combining R-FCN and FCR, our system can perform text detection and recognition via a single network that entirely consists of convolutional layers.
E. Loss Function
In this work, we employ multi-task learning to jointly optimize model parameters. According to the multi-task loss applied in Faster RCNN, we define the overall loss function for each image as:
where i is the index of a proposal in a mini-batch for detection, j is the index of a text line in a mini-batch for recognition, L Following R-FCN, the first loss L det on each proposal is defined as:
where L cls is the cross-entropy loss for classification, L reg is the bounding box regression loss, c * is the ground-truth label of the proposal (c * = 1 means positive proposal, c * = 0 means negative one), γ is the balance weight.
III. EXPERIMENT

A. Datasets
Chinese Business Card Database consists of 20 thousands Chinese business card photographs taken from different viewpoints under varying illumination conditions. It contains about 200 thousands text lines with a dictionary of 3800 characters. The business cards with different size, color and font are collected and labeled manually, we uniformly sample 16 thousands text lines as training data, the rest as testing data.
IAM Handwriting Database [6] is an English sentence database for offline handwriting recognition. It contains forms of unconstrained handwritten text, which are scanned at a resolution of 300dpi and saved as PNG images with 256 gray levels. All texts in the database are built using sentences provided by the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen(LOB) Corpus. 657 writers produced between 1 and 59 handwritten documents 
B. Setup
In the experiments, we adopt the VGG-16 network as backbone of the network, conv1 1, conv1 2, conv2 1, conv2 2, conv3 1, conv3 2, conv3 3, conv4 1, conv4 2, conv4 3 are selected to be shared between detection and recognition tasks. The network can be trained end-to-end using the standard error back-propagation and ADAM optimizer [18] . In the training process, we set the balance weight λ = 1 in formula (1) and γ = 1 in formula (2). We perform two different training strategies: separate training and joint training. For separate training, the shared layers are initialized and fixed by pretraining a model for ImageNet classification, the rest layers (include the non-shared convolutional layers and the typical layers for detector and recognizer) are separately trained by the detector and recognizer. For joint training, we employ multitask learning to jointly optimize model parameters. The shared layers are jointly trained by the detector and recognizer, and the whole network is trained in an end-to-end strategy using the standard error back-propagation.
We use these two training strategies to share different number of convolutional layers based on the Chinese Business Card database. For each strategy, a baseline method (share no layer) is compared with the proposed models. For Business Card database, a bounding box is considered as correct only if its Intersection over Union (IoU) ratio with any groundtruth is greater than 0.5 and the recognized character sequence also matches. In order to validate the performance further, we carry out experiments on a public database, IAM database, and compare our best model with the existing systems. For IAM database, the measurement of performance is the Word Error Rate (WER%), corresponding to the edit distance between the recognition result and ground-truth, normalized by the number of answers in ground-truth. Table I illustrates the results of our method using the combination of R-FCN and CRNN on Chinese Business Card database by separately training. The first column represents the shared layers, "None" indicating no layer is shared. The second column "Detection" gives text detection results, including Recall, Precision and Average Precision (AP). The column "Recognition" lists sequence and character accuracies given the ground-truth text regions. The last column shows the end-to-end recognition results, including Recall, Accuracy and F-measure at sequence line level. It can be seen that if we make convolutional layers shared until conv2 2, the endto-end system can get improvement for both precision and computational efficiency. We also report the results of our method using R-FCN and FCR on Chinese Business Card database in Table II , which obtain the similar trend. Table III and Table IV show the joint training results, from which we can observe that:
C. Evaluation Under Different Settings
(1) The models with a certain number of shared layers can achieve better performance than the baseline ("None", nonshared model). For the combination of R-FCN and CRNN, sharing convolutional layers from "conv1 1" to "conv2 2" performs best. Employing the FCR, sharing convolutional layers from "conv1 1" to "conv3 3" yields the highest Fmeasure.
(2) Compared with the separate training results, the shared layers contribute to the end-to-end recognition improvement by joint training. The knowledge learned from the correlated detection and recognition tasks may be effectively transferred between each other.
(3) The models with different numbers of shared layers have different performance. If sharing too many convolutional layers, the recognition accuracy may decline to some extent, such as sharing layers from "conv1 1" to "conv4 3" using R-FCN and CRNN.
Several end-to-end recognition examples are illustrated in Figure 2 .
D. Comparison to Published Results
In this section, we perform experiments on IAM database and compare our models with the existing methods. Using the joint training strategy, we conduct experiments on combinations of R-FCN + CRNN and R-FCN + FCR, while the R-FCN can use VGG-16 or Resnet-50 [10] as its backbone. Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [19] is applied to our recognizer as a generic feature extractor to improve the performance. The comparison of our experiments on IAM are shown in Table  V , we can see the Resnet-50 based R-FCN + CRNN/FCR framework achieves better recognition results. Our best result is compared with reported results of existing methods in Table  VI . When comparing the error rates, it is important to note that methods [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] all used an explicit (groundtruth) line segmentation and a language model. Method [24] is an end-to-end handwritten paragraph recognition method, comparing to it, our system (using R-FCN and CRNN based Fig. 3 . The comparison between the models with shared layers and without shared layers, in case that the bounding boxes do not cover exactly. The orange character sequences are the recognition result of models with shared layers, the blue results from models without shared layers. The first three samples are selected from Chinese business card set and the last one is from IAM English handwriting set.
on Resnet-50) can achieve competitive result, which is slightly better in WER%.
E. Impact of Sharing Layers
In deep convolution neural networks, with the increasing convolutional layers, each point in the corresponding feature map has larger receptive field on the input image. Taking VGG-16 as an example, the size of receptive fields for "conv2 2" and "conv3 3" feature maps are 14×14 and 40×40, respectively.
In our framework, we use a text pooling layer to extract features from the feature map outputs of the last shared convolutional layer according to each detected region. And each point in the feature map has considerable receptive field on the input image. Thus, comparing to performing text recognition on each cropped text line of the input image, our method can obtain more effective information. It is important to note that if a detected box does not precisely cover the whole character area, directly cropping the detected region from input image for recognition will cause irreparable loss of information, especially the leftmost and rightmost boundary. In contrast, extracting from the feature map potentially acquires the information beyond the given bounding box and can contribute to improve the recognition performance, as shown in Figure 3 .
F. Inference Efficiency
In this part, we evaluate inference efficiency of our architecture. All experiments are implemented on an NVIDIA Tesla M40 GPU with 12GB memory. As illustrated in Table VII and  Table VIII , for the combination of R-FCN and CRNN, we can share convolutional layers from "conv1 1" to "conv3 3" without sacrificing the accuracy, this can make 53% computational saving and achieve 1.56× speedup for text recognition. As for the combination of R-FCN and FCR, sharing layers from "conv1 1" to "conv4 3" acquires 75% computational saving and 2.41× speedup in inference, while keeping the end-toend result higher than baseline. In addition, comparing the two tables, applying convolutional layers instead of BiLSTM in recognizer gains considerable speed improvements both theoretically and practically. Table IX shows the inference speed of our architecture on IAM database.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented an end-to-end trainable neural network, which solves text detection and recognition tasks in a novel integrated framework. By sharing the convolutional feature maps, we can simultaneously train these two models in a single unified pipeline. In addition, we designed a fully convolutional recognizer, which has been proved effective and efficient. In this way, given the computation of detection network, recognition network can achieve about 50% computation saving. Experiment results suggest that the proposed method is not only a cost-efficient solution for practical usage, but also an effective way of improving text detection and recognition accuracy. In this framework, we mainly focus on horizontal or near-horizontal texts, as for future work, we will pay more attention to handling texts of multiple orientations. 
